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expressions for steady state and linear response capacitance of solid-state supercapacitors from
Nernst-Einstein relations. We derive analytical expressions for the linear-response capacitance, the

internal resistance, and the activation energy of solid-state supercapacitors, from the Nernst-Einstein
relation. The asymptotic expressions for the well-known model capacitors, as well as their

corrections, are obtained. These relations can be applied to supercapacitors such as metal-oxide-
based pseudo-capacitors, which show both electric double layer capacitance and electrical

pseudocapacitance.Q: How to return a Promise object in JavaScript I am using a Promise in Javascript
to call an API which will return a list of entities (a list of items) with a certain key. The Promise is

implemented as follows: function getData(key) { return new Promise(function(resolve, reject) { url =
'' var d = 'hidden' $.ajax({ dataType: "JSON", url: url + key + d, method: "GET" })

.done(function(data) { resolve(data); })
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on your Mac with the award-winning SlideShare PowerPoint Editor for macOS. Turn simple concepts
into extraordinary presentations in a snap! It includes so many features, it works even faster and

more accurately than Adobe Dreamweaver CC for Mac. Don't have PowerPoint? No problem! Use the
fantastic PowerPoint Export editor in the full version to export your presentations to other file

formats like PDF, PPTX, and HTML. What makes MacClaw PowerPoint Editor a must-have? There are
two things that put it head-and-shoulders above competitors: 1. No ads, not even one. No in-app

purchases. 2. MacClaw works smoothly, fast, and fluidly on macOS. What can you do with MacClaw
PowerPoint Editor for macOS? You can work more efficiently by eliminating the usual distractions in

PowerPoint presentations. Not only is MacClaw free, it is also head and shoulders above the
competition: 1. It doesn't have any ads. 2. It works smoothly, fast, and fluidly on Mac OS X 10.7 and

higher. 3. Mainly, it is the only PowerPoint editor with the new editor templates, which are clean,
elegant, and professional. They are new templates that allow you to quickly, easily, and efficiently re-

imagine your presentations and present them to others. Download and Use MacClaw PowerPoint
Editor MacClaw PowerPoint Editor is available for free on the App Store. It is completely ad-free and
comes with lifetime updates. Create PowerPoint slides at ease MacClaw PowerPoint Editor has a new
premium editor for PPTX and PPTX files with great new features: 1. A powerful new package of slide

to bootstrap in just 2 steps. 2. Advanced features like adaptive, visual, object-based exporting,
dynamic text styles. 3. A new menu system with larger buttons for simple access and new behavior
for details views and toolbars. 4. Rich editing for details and shapes, plus a new basic tool palette. 5.
Time-saving features like multi-language support, preview for quick repagin. 6. A special toolkit for

customizable text styles. 7. The ability to 6d1f23a050
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